GLS SUMMER 2019 COURSE PREVIEW
*This list is subject to change

**ARTS**
Landscape Photography / Cultural Geography
Marion Belanger

Mapping Culture Through Music (crosslist with SOCS)
Eric Charry

Documenting Reality: The History and Aesthetics of Non-Fiction Film
Julian Cornell

Experiences in Acting
Corey Sorenson

**HUMANITIES**
Flash Fiction and Prose Poetry – Weekend Immersion (July 20-21, August 2-4)
Martine Bellen

The Mid-Victorian Crisis: Literature and Politics in Nineteenth-Century Britain (crosslist with SOCS)
James Golden

Award-winning Contemporary Writers
Anne Greene

The Culture of Inequality
Sean McCann, professor of English

**SCIENCES**
Abnormal Psychology and Society (crosslist with SOCS)
Noel Garrett

Biology of Birds – June 24-28 Immersion
Geoffrey Hammerson

The Microbiome
Sarah Kopac

Animal Reproduction – August 5-9 Immersion
Joyce Powzyk

Social Psychology (crosslist with SOCS)
John Protzko

**SOCIAL SCIENCES**
Solving the World’s Problems: Diplomacy and Decision-making in International Politics
Giulio Gallarotti

Testimonies to an Age of European Conflict, 1917-1945
Nathanael Greene

Thinking Historically about Technology (crosslist with SCIE)
Amrys Williams